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Abstract. The discovery of a 125 GeV particle, announced by the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations on July 04,
2012, is one of the most important events in the recent history of particle physics. This particle could be the last
missing particle of the Standard Model of particle physics or it could be the beginning of the long list of particles
predicted by the physics beyond the Standard Model. Before we jump to make the ﬁnal conclusion about this
particle, it is imperative to study all the properties of this newly discovered particle. Since the model-dependent
analyses always have this danger of being biased, we can perform a model-independent search for the Higgs
boson and also check if the 125 GeV particle is indeed the Standard Model Higgs boson or a particle belonging
to the physics beyond the Standard Model.
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1. Introduction
The discovery of a 125 GeV particle announced by
ATLAS [1] and CMS [2] Collaborations in the summer
of 2012 might turn out to be the last missing particle to complete the Standard Model of particle physics
or it might just be the beginning of the unravelling of
the physics beyond the Standard Model. Going by the
importance this new particle carries, it is of utmost
importance that we do not leave any stone unturned
to ﬁnd out each and every detail of this particle. The
ATLAS and CMS Collaborations announced the discovery of the new particle in their search for the Higgs
boson in its decay to γ γ and four-leptons ﬁnal state.
The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics has
been extremely successful in describing the known
phenomena so far with the only exception of the Higgs
boson and the associated mass mechanism. The Higgs
mechanism was proposed in order to overcome the
question of mass generation. It was suggested that the
spontaneous symmetry can be broken in the gauge theories [3–5] due to which gauge boson can acquire mass
through the absorption of Nambu–Goldstone bosons.
This leads to the introduction of a complex scalar
doublet ﬁeld in the theory. The masses of the W and Z
bosons are generated when the spontaenous symmetry breaking is applied to the electroweak theory [6–8].

Nevertheless, SM in itself is not a complete theory and
is unable to provide explanation for the many known
facts. Therefore, there are strong reasons to expect new
physics at the energies at or just above the electroweak
scale.
The Higgs boson predicted by the SM interacts differently with different particles. The Higgs boson couples strongly to the heavy particles, like the W and Z
bosons, the top quark and to a lesser extent to the b
quark. The coupling of the Higgs boson with light particles are quite weak. The Higgs boson is dominantly
produced at the high-energy colliders via gluon fusion,
vector boson fusion, associated production with the
weak boson and associated production with the heavy
quarks. Figure 1a shows the production cross-section
for Higgs boson from individual channels at 8 TeV
centre-of-mass energy at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC), with the combined parametric and theoretical
uncertainties as illustrated by the bands. The labels on
the bands brieﬂy indicate the type of radiative corrections that are included in the predictions. The Higgs
boson decays through many channels. Figure 1b shows
the decay branching ratio of Higgs boson and here the
bands correspond to the theoretical uncertainties which
are based on the error estimates for partial widths of the
respective decay modes [9].
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Figure 1. Higgs production cross-section at 8 TeV (a) and
Higgs branching ratio as a function of Higss mass (b).

2. Model-independent approach to search
for Higgs boson
The current search for Higgs boson is mainly focussed
on analysing its SM decay modes and look for an
excess of events compared to what is predicted by the
SM, where Higgs boson signals are excluded. The LHC
experiments ATLAS and CMS are mainly performing
the search for the Higgs boson in the ﬁnal states of
γ γ , four leptons and llνν [10–15]. Recently, the channels having fermionic decays of Higgs boson, like two
τ leptons [16,17] or two b-quarks in association with
the weak bosons and production of Higgs with the top
quarks have also been added [18–20]. Prior to this, the
Tevatron experiments CDF and D∅ performed searches
for Higgs boson in the ﬁnal states of lνbb, llbb and
ννbb [21–26]. While performing all these searches
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based on a particular ﬁnal state, one ﬁne-tunes the
analysis by optimizing the cuts for the maximum signal selection and maximum background rejection. In
all these analyses many statistical tools were used for
discriminating the signal from background.
The ultimate goal in all the statistical approach is to
enhance the signal selection probability and increase
the background rejection probability. In principle, there
is nothing wrong with this approach if things are done in
the right way. But being always eager to enhance the
signal causes a potential danger of being biased. For
a discovery as important as that of the Higgs boson,
we cannot afford to leave an iota of doubt in our methodology and experimental approach. Hence, we also need
to look for alternative approach which is not biased by
any such consideration as the signal or the background.
A global approach to search for the new particles and
phenomena in a model-independent way completely
removes this kind of bias. This approach has already
been applied to the data collected by the D∅ [27–30],
CDF [31,32] and CMS [33,34] experiments.
We can use the approach of model-independent analysis to search for the Higgs boson as well. In such
an analysis, we do not make data selection speciﬁc to
a particular model or ﬁnal state. This way we can analyse many channels without tuning our cuts to a speciﬁc
channel or model. By doing this we do lose a little bit
of sensitivity but the breadth of the search increases
considerably and the search also remains unbiased
towards any ﬁnal state. The search for the Higgs boson
can be performed by dividing the data in as many
exclusive ﬁnal state as possible. Then we take all the
SM Monte Carlo (MC), except the Higgs, to estimate
the background contributions from known physics. SM
MC samples are also divided into as many exclusive final
states as possible. Then different kinematic properties
like invariant mass, transverse momenta, transverse
missing energy, etc. are made both for the data and MC.
Finally, a comparison is made between the data and
the MC distributions across all the ﬁnal states and any
discrepancy between them will point towards a possible discovery of the new particle or the new physics.
The observed discrepancy can then be quantiﬁed in
terms of the statistical variables and the strength of the
discrepancy can be inferred as follows.
The probability that the excess observed in the data is
due to a statistical ﬂuctuation of the SM sample in the
channel fs is determined from p = 1 − (1 − pfs )Nfs ,
where pfs is the probability of observing a discrepancy
in an individual ﬁnal state before the trial factor and Nfs
is the number of unique exclusive ﬁnal states observed
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in the data. In the limiting case of pfs  1, the probability p becomes p = Nfs × pfs . The pfs can be
estimated as


 ∞
∞

N i −N
(N − NB )2
pfs =
e ,
exp −
dN
i!
2σB2
0

expected background can be estimated using a test
statistic where the likelihood appearing in the numerator is for the background-only hypothesis:

where NB and σB are the SM event yield expected from
the background and its uncertainty, respectively, and
Ndata is the number of events observed in any channel.
This is then converted into units of standard deviation
using the equation
 ∞
1
2
√ e−x /2 dx = p.
2π
σ

where s stands for the signal expected under the SM
Higgs hypothesis, μ is a signal strength modiﬁer which
accommodates deviations from the SM Higgs predictions, b are for backgrounds which are estimated
from SM contributions and q are the nuisance parameters describing systematic uncertainties. The point at
which the likelihood reaches its global maximum is
deﬁned by μ̂ and θ̂ whereas the value θ̂0 maximizes
the likelihood in the numerator under the backgroundonly hypothesis (i.e. μ = 0). A scan of the proﬁle likelihood ratio, q(a), is performed to evaluate the signal
model parameter, a, using

Ndata

3. Model-independent approach to conﬁrm
the Higgs boson
Once the mass of the new boson is measured, we now
have to check whether the experimentally observed
particle at a given mass is really the Higgs boson as
expected from the SM predictions or does it imply
some physics beyond the Standard Model. To evaluate
the consistency of the data observed in different channels with the expectations for a SM Higgs boson,
various properties of this boson have been measured
using signal strength parameter, spin-parity measurements, couplings to vector bosons and fermions, etc.
The mass of the new boson has been measured with
two high-resolution channels, i.e. H → γ γ and H →
ZZ (∗) → 4l (where l = e, μ) while the properties
of the boson have been studied in ﬁve decay modes:
γ γ , ZZ, WW, τ τ and bb. For simplicity, H → bb̄
is denoted as H → bb, H → τ + τ − as H → τ τ ,
etc. further. There are four main Higgs boson production modes in proton–proton (pp) collisions. The
gluon–gluon fusion production mode (gg → H) has the
largest cross-section, followed by vector boson fusion
(VBF), associated WH and ZH production (VH) and
production in association with top quarks (tt¯H).
To incorporate all statistical uncertainties, systematic uncertainties and their correlations from the data
selected by all individual analyses, a statistical methodology is used which was developed by the ATLAS
and CMS Collaborations in the context of the LHC
Higgs Combination Group [35]. The proﬁle likelihood ratio [36] may then be used to determine how
likely the test statistic q, is signal-like or backgroundlike. According to the frequentist approach, systematic
uncertainties can be incorporated in the analysis via
nuisance parameters. The excess of events over the

q0 = −2 ln

L(obs|b, θ̂0 )
L(obs|μ̂ · s + b, θ̂ )

q(a) = −2 ln

,

L(obs|s(a) + b, θ̂a )
L(obs|s(â) + b, θ̂)

.

The parameters â and θ̂ that maximize the likelihood,
L(obs|s(â) + b, θ̂) = Lmax are called the best-ﬁt values. For q(ai ) = 1 and q(ai ) = 3.84, the 68% and 95%
conﬁdence limit (CL) on a given parameter of interest ai can be evaluated, having the other unconstrained
model parameters treated as the nuisance parameters.
The signal strength deﬁned as μ = σ̂ /σSM , is calculated for each decay mode separately. The likelihood
depends on the signal strength parameter such that
μ = 0 corresponds to the background-only hypothesis and μ = 1 corresponds to the predicted Higgs
boson signal in addition to the background. The likelihood is calculated as the product of the probabilities of
observing each event, where the individual event probabilities depend on the measured masses (or mH ) of
the Higgs boson candidates. The evaluation accounts
for systematic uncertainties. The signal strength and
the parameters that describe the systematic uncertainties are varied to maximize the likelihood. The ratio
of the likelihood with the best-ﬁt signal to that with
a speciﬁed signal, μ = 1 or 0, is calculated. These
likelihood ratios are then used to quantify the exclusion of the signal hypothesis (μ = 1) or the rejection
of the background hypothesis (μ = 0). The statistical tests were repeated at various values of mH and
μ. A SM Higgs boson with mass mH was considered
excluded when μ = 1 is excluded at 95% CL at that
mass. This is equivalent to an upper limit on μ at 95%
CL being less than 1. On the other hand, a signiﬁcant
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rejection of the background hypothesis was interpreted
as evidence for the SM Higgs boson because this is the
alternate hypothesis. As the SM does not predict the
value of mH , and because background ﬂuctuations can
occur anywhere in the search region of mH , the local
signiﬁcance is an overestimate of the true signiﬁcance.
So, the global signiﬁcance takes into account the ‘lookelsewhere’ effect. In our study, the above-mentioned
likelihood is used to ﬁnd an excess over the background
which corresponds to 125 GeV signal with μ = 1.
It is very crucial to measure the quantum numbers
of the new boson-like spin and parity to determine its
identity. Study of hypothesis tests has been performed
between the SM Higgs boson with ﬂoating signal
strength (0+ ) and a pseudoscalar (0− ) or a spin-2 resonance with minimal coupling which are produced in
gluon–gluon fusion (2+
m (gg)). It has been presented by
CMS in the ZZ → 4l channel [37] where the data disfavour the pure pseudoscalar hypothesis (0− ) and in the
H → WW → lνlν channel [38] where it also disfavours
the hypothesis of a graviton-like boson (2+
m (gg)). The
observed value from the data is consistent with the
expected one for the J P = 0+ hypothesis.
It is also a good test to check the compatibility
of the observed data with the SM Higgs boson couplings. Given the production cross-section σx for an
initial state x, the partial decay width ff into the ﬁnal
state ff and the total Higgs boson decay width tot ,
the event yield in any (production)×(decay) mode is
assumed to be related as
(σ · BR)(x → H → ff ) =

σx · ff
,
tot

where the initial state x includes gluon–gluon fusion,
VBF, WH and ZH and t t¯H and ff include WW, ZZ,
bb, τ τ , γ γ , and Zγ ﬁnal states. To accommodate the
possibility of Higgs boson decaying into beyond the
Standard Model (BSM) particles with a partial width
BSM , the total width is considered
as a dependent

parameter such that tot =
ii + BSM , where ii
stands for the partial width of the Higgs boson decay to
all SM particles. These partial widths are proportional
to the square of the effective Higgs boson couplings to
the corresponding particles. To check for possible deviations in the rates expected in the different channels
for the SM Higgs boson from the data, the modiﬁed
couplings denoted by scale factors κi are introduced
to ﬁt the data according to these new parameters [39].
Here i can stand for: V (vector boson), W (W boson),
Z (Z boson), f (fermions), l (leptons), q (quarks),

u (up-type quarks), d (down-type quarks), b (b quark),
t (top quark), τ (tau lepton), g (gluons), γ (photons).
If any anomaly is observed in the measurement of
these κ’s, the new physics beyond the SM Higgs boson
hypothesis may become true, although the measurements of the couplings do not show any statistically
signiﬁcant discrepancy from the observations.
To measure the Higgs boson properties further, one
need some more quantities in addition to the already
existing measurements like signal strength, as the
best-ﬁt value for the global signal strength factor μ does
not give any direct information on the relative contributions from different production modes. After the measurement of mH , the production cross-sections in the
SM becomes completely ﬁxed. But we cannot ﬁx the
ratios of the production cross-sections to the ratios predicted by the SM, as it will induce bias in our measurements. For a model-independent analysis we only
assume a common signal strength scale factor μggF+ttH
which is assigned to both gluon fusion production
(ggF) and the very small t t¯H production modes, as
they both scale dominantly with the t t¯H coupling in
the SM. Similarly, the VBF and VH production modes
scale with the WH/ZH gauge coupling. Hence, a common signal strength scale factor μVBF+VH has been
assigned.
To extend our perspective and to consolidate our
results, many more quantities are being measured; one
of them being the double ratios [40], i.e. the ratio of
the production cross-section times decay branching
fraction between two different decay modes (say, H →
XX and H → YY) and check if it matches with the ratio
as predicted by SM (i.e. 1). The double ratios for a
given production mode is measured as
r_XX_Y Y =

BR(XX)
BRSM (Y Y )
×
BR(Y Y )
BRSM (XX)

such that the expected uncertainties related to the production and decay of the Higgs boson may cancel out.
These double ratios only include the statistical uncertainties from the two decay modes involved, and may
also contain, to some extent, the correlated experimental uncertainties (apart from the uncertainties
from luminosity measurements and Higgs branching
ratios). The right-hand term of this equation depends
only on the partial decay widths rather than the total
decay width of Higgs which may include the contribution from the invisible Higgs decay channels.
Thus, the double ratios remove the ambiguities from
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the new physics scenarios and are only left with the
statistical and some of the systematical uncertainties.
While scanning the likelihood for the pseudodata as a
function of a given r_XX_Y Y ratio, the production
cross-section modiﬁers μggF +ttH and μVBF+VH , as
well as the other double ratios having H → Y Y decay
mode in the denominator, are proﬁled. For example,
consider H → W W decay mode as our denominator.
Here we get four double ratios namely: r_γ γ _W W ,
r_ZZ_W W , r_τ τ _W W and r_bb_W W .
The likelihood as a function of the double ratio,
while proﬁling over all parameters can be measured for
all possible permutations between the H → γ γ , H →
ZZ, H → W W, H → τ τ and H → bb channels. For
this measurement, it is only necessary to assume that
the same boson H is responsible for all the observed
Higgs-like signals and that the separation of gluon
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fusion-like events and VBF-like events within the individual analysis based on the event kinematic properties
is valid. Figure 2 shows the likelihood as a function
of pairwise ratios of branching ratios corresponding to
some pseudodata and signal values. The best-ﬁt values
are r_hgg_hww = 1.139+0.641
−0.439 and r_hgg_htt =
+0.745
0.895−0.395 which are in agreement with the SM expectation of one within uncertainty. The rather large uncertainty on the double ratios is dominated by lack of
statistics in the γ γ and ZZ channels while its systematic dominated in the other three channels.
The LHC is gearing up for the higher centre of mass
energy and high luminosity runs. The 13/14 TeV LHC
run would provide approximately 100 fb−1 of data
by the end of run 2, and as a result the uncertainties
on the double ratios are expected to reduce drastically which would provide a more robust and precise
measurement of the tests beyond the SM. Considering
H → γ γ as the denominator in the double ratios, four
double ratios can be obtained with ZZ, WW, τ τ and bb
each in the numerator. The statistical uncertainty on the
ZZ/γ γ ratio is ∼21% with 25 fb−1 of 7 and 8 TeV
data. This uncertainty is expected to reduce to about
6.5% with 100 fb−1 of 13 TeV data. Similarly, the statistical uncertainty with 25 fb−1 of 7 and 8 TeV data
for W W/γ γ double ratio is ∼7% which is expected to
reduce to 2.3% with 100 fb−1 of 13 TeV data, though
this is a systematic dominated channel as is the case
with the other two ratios involving τ τ and bb. It is
to be noted however, that the systematic and theoretical uncertainties are also expected to improve over this
period which will further improve the accuracy of these
measurements.

4. Conclusions

Figure 2. Likelihood curves for the ratio of branching
ratios normalized to their SM expectations; (a) H → γ γ
and H → W W , (b) H → γ γ and H → τ τ . Red horizontal line at 1 shows 68% CL and red dotted line at 3.84 shows
95% CL.

We performed a model-independent search for the SM
Higgs boson at LHC. The 125 GeV particle that was
discovered in 2012 could either be the long-sought SM
Higgs boson or it might just turn out to be a particle
predicted by the models of physics beyond SM. Therefore, it is very important to independently verify the
nature of this new particle. Our approach of modelindependent analysis can independently rediscover this
new particle in a completely unbiased way. Though the
recent measurement of properties of this particle hints
that this particle is a SM Higgs boson but in order to
remove any bias from these measurements, we propose to measure the ratios and double ratios of signal
strength in a model-independent way. We are already
working on these two measurements using the data
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collected by the CMS experiment. We hope that our
approach will for ever settle the question of this new
particle being a SM Higgs boson or something else.
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